What's New in Inventor 2022
Autodesk Inventor 2022 is packed with customer-driven updates and enhancements to help you
speed up your design workflows, reduce repetitive tasks, and improve experiences so you can
focus more time on design and innovation.

Overview
1.

2.

3.

Customer Driven Improvements: Autodesk Inventor 2022 continues to deliver
enhancements requested by you and the Inventor user community. Improvements labeled with
An Inventor® Ideas submission in the What's New indicate new functionality delivered as
a direct result of your requests.
Continued Delivery of Professional Grade Functionality: Autodesk Inventor 2022
continues to deliver customer driven requests that enable you to be even more productive with
your increasingly large and more complex designs.
Connected Workflows: Autodesk Inventor 2022 extends interoperability between Revit,
Fusion 360, and other applications making it easier than ever to get your job done.

Read the following for more details on what’s new.

Professional Grade
We have added several of our most requested enhancements to Inventor 2022 such as Model
States, Graphic Performance, Instance Properties, Drawing enhancements, and much more.
1.

Model States: Create manufacturing states, simplification levels, and more in the same part or
assembly file.

2.

Instance Properties: Assign properties to individual component instances.

3.

Shaded View Enhancements: Use the lighting style from the model in a drawing.

4.

Drawing View Options: Extract the Camera View and 3D Annotations.

5.

Performance: Many areas gained performance improvements.

6.

iLogic: Supports Model States and Instance Properties and other new functionality.

7.

Text Formatting: Dialog controls are consolidated.

8.

Copy Objects: Supports window selection.

Inventor Experience
We have done much research to understand when and how you use each command and
continually look for ways to make the overall process more efficient. In Inventor 2022, we have
enhanced the experience using feedback from our most used commands like Fillet, Constraints,
Model Simplification, and more to make Inventor easier to use than ever before.

1.

Fillet: A Property Panel replaces the dialog box for more efficient workflow.

2.

Fully Constrained Notification: Component browser node indicates constraint status.

3.

Simplification: New Simplify command replaces Shrinkwrap and Shrinkwrap Substitute with
a streamlined workflow.

4.

Property Panel Enhancements
1. Dockable Tool Palette.
2. Warning Notifications alert you to blocking conditions.

5.

Highlight New: Improved notification clarity.

Connected
We continuously look for ways to connect teams together. We have added more capabilities to
better simplify and share Inventor models in Revit. Also with the market increasingly looking to
optimize the handoff between design and manufacturing, Autodesk has invested in many
different pieces of manufacturing capability over the years. Moldflow, HSM, Magestic, Netfabb,
and Delcam products are a few key examples. We are starting to bring many of these capabilities
into Fusion 360 and are making it easier to use alongside Inventor's powerful design capabilities.
In just a few clicks you can copy an Inventor part to Fusion 360 and ready to collaborate with
your manufacturing engineer or job shop.
1.

Revit Interop: New specialized workflow enables model simplification as part of the RVT
export.

2.

Fusion 360 Interop: New workflow makes it easy to share part files with Fusion Team and
Fusion 360.

3.

QIF Support: New QIF export option enables you to export a Quality Information Framework
file which contains PMI data.

Customer Driven Improvements
Your feedback is very important to the Inventor team. We value your feedback and product
improvement requests. Please join the following communities to provide your feedback to the
Inventor team.
1. Feedback Community
2. Inventor Ideas
3. Inventor Forums

2022 What's New Topics
Introducing Model States
A powerful new workflow called Model States is added this release. Model States let you create
manufacturing states, simplification levels, and more in the same part or assembly file.

Model States represent the implementation of some of the most highly requested functionality In
Inventor. You can now create multiple representations of a part or assembly within a single
document. This new workflow provides a convenient way to engineer, manage, and manufacture
your designs. Because variations exist in one file, there is no need to worry about breaking
associations between files.

Use Model States to represent:
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing stages
Simplification levels
Product families
Adjustable or flexible parts

Each Model State can contain different:
•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions
Features
Components/Bill of Materials
iProperties
Parameters

By changing the Edit Scope toggle in the browser, you can decide if edits apply only to the
active member or all members.

What can I do with Model States in Parts?

Use part model states to capture manufacturing processes, create part families, create adjustable
and flexible parts, or create simplified versions of a part.
Each Model State can have unique parameters, properties, and suppression states.
Sheet metal parts also benefit from model states. By using Model States you can now create
configurations with unique folded features and flat patterns.

What can I do with Model States in Assemblies?

Use assembly model states to create and capture:
•
•
•
•

Assembly variations and families of components
Manufacturing processes
Assembly stages
Assembly level features

•
•
•

Substitutes
Simplified assemblies
Unique weldment preparation, weld, and machining features

Drawings
You can select a model state when creating a drawing view. A Parts List displays the selected
model state members and their iProperties.

A view created from a Substitute model state reflects the state of the substitute part in the
drawing view.
If you need separate files that can be managed and released, consider using iParts and
iAssemblies.

Levels of Details are converted to Model States
Custom Levels of Detail from previous releases are converted to Model States when you open
them in this release.

Assemblies
Constraints Enhancements
New options allow you to quickly identify under constrained components.

Constraint status now displays by default in the assembly browser as a
one of three states:

,

, or

to indicate

•

Fully constrained A black dot indicates the component is fully constrained.

•

Under constrained A hollow dot indicates the component is under constrained and needs
attention. To resolve, start by opening the Edit Constraint dialog box to identify possible
issues.

•

Unknown A dash indicates the constrained status of the component is unknown. To resolve
this state, rebuild the assembly: On the ribbon: Tools tab > Manage tab > Update panel >
Rebuild All

.

Use the new Display Preferences menu options to:
•
•

Hide Fully Constrained: Only display components that have constraint issues.
Show Constraint State: Display all constraint status ( , , and )

The new setting, Show Constraint State in Browser is also available from Tools Manage
Document Settings Modeling tab. By default, the setting is enabled.

New Simplify Command
Learn about the new assembly level Simplify command which replaces the Shrinkwrap
command.

The new Simplify command replaces both the Shrinkwrap and Shrinkwrap Substitute
commands. With Simplify you remove components and features from complex assemblies in
order to make collaboration and downstream use easier.

Benefits of the new Simplify command:
•
•

•
•
•

Uses a property panel to streamline the workflow and eliminate switching between dialog
tabbed pages.
Provides four built-in presets, plus you can create your own. Presets assign values to the
fields further in the property panel. You can override any value.

Save an assembly as a new part, a substitute Model State, or a Revit model (RVT).
Improved and expanded feature recognition that enables filtering pockets by depth,
removing embossed features, tunnels, and cavities (voids).
Simplify is integrated into the RVT Export command eliminating the need to perform
the tasks separately.

You can access the Simplify command from these points:
•
•
•
•

Assemble tab Simplification panel
File Export - for RVT output only
Environments tab BIM Content Simplify panel
Browser: Model State node New Substitute

Task Scheduler continues to create Shrinkwrap Assemblies tasks.

Introducing Instance Properties
This new powerful functionality lets you assign properties to individual component instances.
Assigned properties are stored in the parent assembly.
Unlike iProperties, Instance Properties don't affect the referenced component files. Instance
Properties are assigned to individual component instances only and can override custom
iProperties. Instance Properties are available in annotations such as balloons, leader notes and
parts lists.

Instance Properties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assign information (tags, properties) to individual component (part, assembly) instances.
Are stored in the direct parent assembly.
Stored in a subassembly are available in the top assembly.
Can be viewed as extension of custom iProperties.
Exist separately from custom iProperties or cover (override) custom iProperty values.
Are created and edited in the Instance Properties or BOM dialog box.
Can be included in parts lists, balloons, leader notes, and sketched symbols.
If no instance properties exist, BOM, custom iProperties, parts lists, balloons, and leader
notes work as in the previous releases.

Use Instance Properties to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Override custom iProperty values for library (Content Center) components.
Add tags from schematic diagrams to components in 3D model and use them in
documentation.
Identify location of individual components in transport boxes or in the installation.
Separate individual instances in the BOM and parts list and add specific information to
them. For example, component settings or possible component replacement.
Add custom IDs to individual components or component instances and use them to replace
Item numbers in assembly and subassembly drawings.
Add assembling information to models. For example, assign step sequence numbers to
individual assembly components, or add welding information to welded components.

Update Substitutes
You no longer need to open a substitute part and use the context menu command Check for
Updates to synchronize a substitute with the source assembly.

In addition to manual updates, a unique icon was displayed in the browser when you opened a
substitute part.
•

Substitute Part

•

Substitute Multi-Solid Part

•

Substitute Sheet Metal Part

•

Substitute Surface Part

In this release, substitute parts no longer display a unique browser icon. When a substitute part is
out of date, it displays the familiar update icon in the source assembly. You can choose to update
the substitute part if desired, or open the part and break the link with the source to prevent
updates.

Tube & Pipe Enhancement
Learn about the new improvement to the ISOGEN Output command.
Angle attribute is now exported when saving one or multiple runs to ISOGEN .pcf files.

Parts
Part Enhancements
New workflows are added this release to help increase your productivity.

Fillets
The fillet command is moved to the property panel framework and divided into three commands
- Fillet, Face Fillet, Full Round Fillet. Legacy fillets are migrated to the appropriate type. Legacy
fillet names are not modified during migration.
•

Fillet

•

Face Fillet

Adds a fillet feature between two non-adjacent faces of a single solid. If there are contiguous features,
these are capped and filled to create the fillet.

•

Full Round Fillet

Adds a fillet feature tangent to selected faces or sets of faces.

Legacy Fillets
When you edit a legacy component, fillet features will not change until you edit the fillet feature. Thus,
fillet browser nodes appear as they have in the past until the fillet is edited. Clicking OK updates the
browser node.

Feature Dimensions
Feature dimensions are updated to display with extended leader lines to allow clear viewing of
the feature and it's affect on the model during and after creation. Legacy dimensions are updated
when the parts are opened in Inventor.

Extrude
Surface Mode
The Extrude property panel is updated to make the Surface mode option more apparent. The
default extrude type is a solid body. Turn ON Surface mode to extrude surfaces, turn OFF
Surface mode to extrude solids. The Surface mode setting is saved as part of a preset.

Drawings
Shaded Drawing Views Enhancement
Shaded drawing views are updated to use the lighting style from the model.

Improved Shaded Drawing View Display
Shaded drawing view lighting uses the active lighting style from the model.
•
•

IBL styles use the lighting image for the reflection environment.
Non-IBL styles use the Application Options > Colors Reflection Environment when the
drawing Document Settings are set to Use Application Options. You can override the
application option choice explicitly by browsing to the provided reflection maps and
selecting a preferred one.

View updates for changed lighting sources
•
•

The shaded drawing views, including cached views, update when the model lighting source
changes.
After changing the model lighting, select any drawing view, or pan or zoom in the sheet,
to update all views. If the drawing is not open, when you next open it, the views update
unless defer drawings is in use.

Drawing View Options
Options are added for Design View that let you extract Camera View and 3D Annotations.

New options for Drawing View
When you create a Base view, click the View settings option to include the saved Camera View
and 3D Annotations.
To extract 3D Annotations for projected views, double-click in the view to activate a view edit,
then enable Include 3D Annotations in View settings.
This action does two things. It displays the 3D Annotations in the view, and sets the view options
for inclusion in a sheet format. If you use the 3D Annotations option with Sheet Format, the
Design View name and the View name must match exactly. For example, Front is not the same
as FRONT.
A right-click Retrieve Model Annotations does not enable the view option to Include 3D
Annotations for Sheet Formats.
The View Representation Options dialog box is displayed when creating or editing a projected
view. The Camera View option is disabled to keep the relationship between the base view and
projected view.

Both options are disabled when creating child views, such as Section View and Detail View, when the
camera orientation of the child view does not match the orientation of the drawing view being edited.

Dimension Enhancement
Centerlines and center marks with extended lines now break when intersecting with dimensions.
This enhancement makes it easier to read the dimension value.

Centerlines and center marks break when:
1.

A dimension is placed over a centerline or a center mark.

2.

A centerline or a center mark is placed over a dimension.

Interoperability
Export to Revit (RVT)
This specialized workflow enables model simplification as part of the RVT export process.

Export to RVT incorporates the Simplify command to produce an RVT model having only the
components and features needed for the Revit design.
A Revit Exports browser folder is added to the Inventor model browser. It is populated with a
node for the exported model. Click the node to edit for modifications. As long as the model is
maintained in the specified path, you can edit, preview, open in Revit or an associated
application, or update the RVT model.

Inventor to Fusion 360
A new workflow is added this release that makes it easy to share Inventor part files with Fusion
Team and Fusion 360.

A new command is added to the Environments tab that lets you bypass Desktop Connector and
send your part file directly to Fusion Team.

After you upload the file to the selected Fusion Team project, you can open the file directly in
Fusion 360 to continue to work on the design using manufacturing, generative design,
simulation, and electrical workflows.

Export to QIF
QIF 3.0 support is added this release. The QIF export option enables you to export a Quality
Information Framework file which contains PMI data.

QIF is an ANSI and ISO open standard CAD format that contains semantic PMI (Product
Manufacturing Information) and other metadata.
A QIF file is suitable for human and computer readable MBD (Model Based Definition) data.

Export to JT
JT export support is added this release to Task Scheduler. The JT export option enables you to
export a neutral 3D CAD file which contains PMI data.

Productivity and Performance
Productivity Enhancements
Productivity enhancements center around improved workflows and user interface interactions.

Measure Command
The measure command is updated to use a property panel style and has Done and Restart buttons
to improve workflow and productivity. Measure in an assembly has a tool palette for quick
access to selection filtering and a loop modifier.

Property Panel Navigation
Property panel navigation refinements to enhance the experience include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enter - apply value edits
Ctrl + Enter - end the feature definition, create the feature, and close the property panel
Tab - move progressively to the next field
Shift + Tab - move recursively to the previous field
Ctrl+ Down - accesses the RVEC Flyout menu
Up/Down keys - move up and down combo list controls
Text color - invalid values are red, valid values are black

Performance Improvements
Learn about the areas where performance improvements were made.

The following areas have performance improvements:
1.

2.

In-place edit - improvements experienced when performing an in-place edit, or edit in
context, in an assembly.
•

Creating and exiting sketches when editing a part in an assembly.

•

Changing sketch visibility in a part.

•

Changing part appearance in a sub-assembly.

•

Creating work features (work axis, work point, and work plane).

•

Creating an extrude feature.

•

When Object Visibility is off, only newly created work planes and active document
sketches show during an extrude feature or work plane creation.

•

Align work feature and extrude command behaviors between explicit and in-place
edit workflows.

Graphics Display
•

Improvements when changing view orientation, panning, and zooming in and out.

•

Edge silhouettes are rendered using the GPU, improving the performance when
using visual styles with edge silhouettes.

•

Improved Wireframe Visual Style rendering.

•

Improved in-place edit interactive graphics performance for part, assembly, and
sketch environments.

•

Improved handling of transparent silhouettes and edges.

3.

File > Open/Close - improved performance when opening and closing files.

4.

Drag Component - improved performance when dragging components.

5.

Drive Constraint - improved graphics display consistency and performance when using
Drive Constraint.

General
iLogic Enhancements
Learn about enhancements made to iLogic.

iLogic Support for Model State
iLogic is expanded to support the following Model State workflows:
-

ThisDoc.Document support for Model State In a component occurrence of a model state
document, the existing ThisDoc.Document property returns the member document.
• The ThisDoc.Document property is expanded to support returning the member
document when running in a component occurrence of a model state document.
• The new ThisDoc.FactoryDocument property returns the factory document when
running either in a top-level document or in an assembly component. In a component
occurrence document, this returns the associated factory document. In a top-level
document, this returns the same object as ThisDoc.Document.
• In a drawing, the new ThisDrawing.ModelFactoryDocument property returns the
factory document for the first model view (or nothing if there is no model view).

•

-

In a drawing view, the new ICadDrawingView.ModelFactoryDocument property
returns the factory document for that view (or nothing if it is not a model view).
There is a new event called Model State Activated now available in the Event Triggers
dialog box. This trigger occurs when a model state is activated. Use this trigger to run a rule
in the document in which the event occurred.

-

New function lets you add a component in a specified model state

A new function called AddWithModelState is now available on the Components object
(IManagedComponents interface). This function adds a managed occurrence of a part or
subassembly. Current State on an existing component that includes a model state, in turn creates code
that includes AddWithModelState.

-

iLogic edit-in-place and model states

There are some restrictions on what you can do with iLogic rules when you are editing a model
state component in place. In a model state, when a component member file is being in-place
edited within an assembly:
•
•

You can edit, run, and suppress rules.
You can't add or delete rules.

There is no change to edit-in-place support for components that aren't model state components:
You can add an iLogic rule:
• From the top level document.
• At the sub-component level in the in-place-edit environment.
- Instructions to Modify an Occurrence Parameter with a Model State

iLogic Support for Instance Properties
Use the new Instance property snippets to read and create Instance Properties.

iLogic Support for User Parameter Change Event
There is a new event named Any User Parameter Change in the Event Triggers dialog box.
This event is triggered when you change the value of a User parameter. or deleting a parameter
doesn't trigger this event.

iLogic Deployment Enhancement
You can now create a deployment that includes your customized settings in the iLogic
Configuration dialog box.
In the Application Options dialog box, click
Export. Export saves the current Application
Options and the settings in the iLogic
Configuration dialog box to an .xml file

When creating your deployment, select I
would like to import custom settings,
and enter the path to the exported .xml
file

General Enhancements
User Interface
UI Themes

The Dark UI theme graduates from a pre-release state to being officially available across the
Inventor user interface. You can select to use it by going to Tools Options panel Application
Options Colors tab and changing the UI theme.

Reset the User Interface Layout

When working with multiple monitors you might dock property panels or the model browser in
other windows. When you want to consolidate everything back into the primary window, use the
Reset UI Layout command. (Go to View tab Windows.)

Property Panels

Tool Palette
Some property panels, such as Fillet and Measure, utilize a tool palette. Tool palettes expose
options useful for the command in use. Tool palettes are docked to the property panel by default.
They can be dragged away from the property panel to a convenient location in the canvas. To
dock them with the property panel, drag them next to it.

Warning Notifications
Warning notifications display as an exclamation mark inside a red diamond shape. These
notifications alert you to blocking conditions such as conflicting inputs, an error condition, or an
issue preventing successful feature creation. If the issues are in a selection set and the set display
is collapsed, the notification is added to the set node.

Presets
Built-in presets (predefined with a purpose) are included with the Simplify command.

Presets use the Document Settings for length units. New custom presets based on a built-in
preset use the unit value assigned when the New Preset command was initiated and do not use
document units.

Text Formatting Enhancements

Some Format Text dialog controls are consolidated improving the workflow and helping reduce
the interface clutter. No behaviors are changed.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Properties and Parameters lists are combined into the Type list
Properties - Model and Properties Drawing are combined into Standard iProperties
Custom Properties - Model and Custom Properties - Drawing are combined into Custom
iProperties
Parameters - Component becomes Parameters - Model, label change only
Dropdown lists are labeled
Controls that are relocated:
Text Rotation moves up a row

Text Border moves up a row
Text Box (Sketch text only) moves to the left of the Color control
Symbol list moves up with other formatting controls

Inventor Mold
The tools provided with Inventor for mold simulation, analysis and material assignment are
removed for R2022. In addition to the material library being out of date, the analysis portion of
the tool was 32-bit and presented a possible future security risk.

The following commands are removed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select Material
Part Process Settings
Part Fill Analysis
Mold Process Settings
Mold Fill Analysis
Set Plot Property
Examine Results
Job Manager
Animate Results
Overlay (Air trap and Weld line browser context menu)

Copy Object
The Copy Object command now supports window select.
1.

Full window – click + drag the mouse diagonally from upper left to lower right to select objects
by fully enclosing them in the window shape made by the action.

2.

Crossing window – click + drag the mouse diagonally from the upper right to the lower left to
select all objects intersecting the window shape made by the action.

Application Options
A new option is available on the Application Options Display tab. The Automatically update
referring documents option controls whether or not color and visibility updates occur in open
assembly documents when a sub-component is modified.

Highlight New
Highlight New interface and tooltips are improved for clarity when using the option.

Learning Content Videos
The Flash video format is no longer supported.
1.

All flash videos are removed from the learning content. Remaining videos are not flash files
and are viewable.

2.

Inventor Guided Tutorial videos use the WEBM format and are viewable.

